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Obstacles:
• Streaming inconsistent across 

browsers
• Episodes in series cannot be linked
• Low user engagement
• Plan for new DL is 2 years out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current Digital Library: the back-end runs on ContentDM with a custom public interface created with CakePHP, and a HTML5 player plugin to play AV files. We have several major challenges associated with this current system; namely: the player won’t work on many popular browsers, such as Chrome, and really only seems to work well on Firefox. Also, there are some frustrating limitations; such as an inability to link episodes across series.  Perhaps because of these playback and discoverability issues, we have low user engagement. In 2015, the 77 videos currently posted in the KUHT collection saw only 745 page views from 496 unique visitors. And 15 films actually had zero views. We don’t have any way of knowing if these page views reflect video views. There is a plan in place for a new DAM based on Fedora 4 and Hydra-In-A-Box backend. AV will not be incorporated in the first release; rather our implementation team plans to focus on simpler content like images and various document types. There are tentative plans to incorporate the Avalon Media System hydra app to provide AV – but this is all dependent on Avalon updating to the Fedora 4 framework – looking at least 2 years out. 



LINK

http://digital.lib.uh.edu/collection/p15195coll38/item/312




Opportunities
• Access to Omeka Installation

• YouTube plugin 
• Recently digitized unique materials
• Create context for sub-collections
• Introduce collections to new audiences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Omeka is easy to work with, includes variety of existing templates, Dublin Core metadata fields, option to include additional image files and tagging options – and the youtube plugin eliminates needs to host videos or struggle with playback issues. (ads though)We have recently digitized 115 films, and have plans to do several hundred videos in the coming year.  KUHT-TV went on the air May 12, 1953, the country's first educational non-profit television station – then University of Houston President Dr. W. W. Kemmerer was the driving force behind KUHT, and he really believed in educational television as an effective way to fulfill UH’s mission to be “a college for working men and women and their sons and daughters.” The FCC Commissioner who approved the KUHT license was Frieda Hennock, and in her address, she said, "For here in Houston the practical realization of the tremendous benefit that television holds out to education. With TV, the walls of the classroom disappear, every set within viewing range of the signal is a potential classroom."One of the notable themes in the materials that we recently digitized was the work of Dr. Richard I. Evans – a notable figure both in the history if the University of Houston and in educational television. That first summer, Dr. Richard I. Evans, a professor in the psychology department, taught the first-ever telecourse for college credit: Basic Psychology. As a social scientist, Evans was very aware the importance of evaluating the effectiveness of these courses and published extensively on the topic of educational television. Dr. Evans went on to be a major personality on KUHT, writing, producing, and starring in numerous instructional television shows between the 1950s and 1980s, while securing significant funding from granting agencies to produce these novel educational programs.  The ability of Omeka to bring together Evans’ varied works and also contextualize these works was particularly attractive. Partnering with Psychology Liason Librarian to host a “Unique Holdings” event in conjunction with the Psychology department, as well as Dr. Evans children. 



LINK

http://exhibits.lib.uh.edu/exhibits/show/psychologytv











Visit: http://exhibits.lib.uh.edu/exhibits/show/psychologytv
Contact:  evinson@uh.edu
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